
WOOTTON COURTENAY VILLAGE HALL POLICY - AUGUST 2020 

1. People using the hall will be restricted to our existing clubs (recognising some members may 
be from outside the village) or village parishioners.


2. Times between activities will be extended to 45 minutes to eliminate any overlap and give 
activity leaders time to clean before / after their events.


3. Entry and exit will be through the front door only (except in the case of an emergency). The 
key will be left in the rear door lock to prevent entry via this door but is there for emergency 
exit if needed.  In the event of a large gathering in the hall a one-way entry/exit system can be 
set up using either the emergency side exit or the back door direct from the main hall.


4. People entering must sanitise their hands using the gel dispenser situated in the entrance 
foyer which delivers a single shot of 70% alcohol gel.


5. There are 3 other sanitiser stations situated in the main hall, the disabled toilet and the kitchen 
(for use if the kitchen is used by special arrangement).


6. The Ladies and Gents toilets are closed and only the disabled toilet, with a one-way system, is 
in use.  Users are required to sanitise the facility before and after use with the Dettol spray and 
green paper towels.


7. The kitchen has been identified as a “high risk” area and is considered separate from the hall.  
It will be closed for light refreshments such as tea and coffees and only open by special 
arrangement for catering activities.  All chairs will be removed.


8. If people want refreshments, they will need to make their own arrangements. 

9. Any meetings will need to be held in the main hall as it is impossible to social distance in the 

kitchen.

10. Since the fabric chairs cannot be sanitised easily, clubs meeting weekly will be allocated their 

own chairs to use.  Since up to 7 days will pass between use, any virus contamination will be 
dead by the time they are re-used (cloth/fabric up to 2 days for the virus to die naturally, which 
also covers clubs meeting twice per week).  Clubs which meet at irregular intervals or monthly 
can use chairs from the residual pool stored to the LHS of the stage.


11. The valance is to be left off the front of the stage so it need not be touched by people 
accessing equipment from beneath the stage, and the stage curtains will be unhooked from 
the walls so they are free of the aisles either side of the stage.


12. Anyone using tables is required to disinfect tops and sides before they are used and put away 
– the main user being the Art Club.


13. Any clubs who have their own equipment viz table tennis/ bowls/ film etc are responsible for 
their own equipment sanitisation programmes.


14. It is suggested that clubs should leave doors and windows open to obtain a through passage 
of air – or alternately use the extraction system.


15. Where music is played it must not be at a level such that individuals attending need to raise 
their voices to be heard by colleagues.


16. Each club leader undertakes to ensure it complies with the Special Conditions of hire and any 
statutory restrictions as regards social distancing. He will be required to sign a copy to this 
effect.  There will be a “2 metre” rod in the hall for groups to use for social distancing.  They 
will also be required to keep a register of the attendees in the event of Track and Trace being 
necessary, should an attendee subsequently develop Covid 19 symptoms.




17. Each club will nominate a responsible person to ensure/oversee any cleaning down of 
equipment / tables / disabled toilet /door handles required before and after use by their 
members and after leaving, sanitise the external door handle and place the paper wipe, along 
with any sealed used bin liners from the hall, in the black bin outside the entrance.


18. Monika, our cleaner, will have a set of written instructions and be required to sign off on a 
register in the hall the day of the week that she attended and cleaned so users can see when 
the hall has been cleaned.


19. A Covid 19 Treatment plan and special first aid kit, including an easy clean plastic chair will be 
available in the side office in the event of someone developing symptoms on site.


20. A variety of appropriate notices will be displayed both in the foyer and the main hall, using a 
section of the art notice board.


Brian Matthews 


